**SCEP tutoring program provides upperclass assistance for frosh**

The SCEP tutoring system for freshmen has been functioning effectively since its introduction last fall, according to Mike Oliver, chairman of the subcommittee which organized the program. Freshmen have received help in 101, 102, and 501 through upperclass and graduate student tutors recruited from among the lower grades.

Intended to supplement the quiz review sessions and other tutoring systems already existing in the courses and living groups, SCEP has been providing immediate aid to freshmen as they request it.

The new tutoring program was first proposed last spring. Since fall, the subcommittee members (Bill Peterson '66, Doug Sprung '65, Judy Nobling '60) have maintained close contact among the tutors themselves and have given reviews to notify them about the course material being covered. Hurban House and the fraternity houses have been especially cooperative, according to Oliver.

**College World**

*Big-time jacks comes to Vassar, may replace intercollegiate football*

"These rules are very strict," the tournament chairman admitted, "but this is big-time jacks." Yes, big-time jacks has come even unto Vassar! And the rules are very strict for the First Annual Noyes House Jacks Tournament. Among them are: "Pop jacks is out even if you catch the ball," and "You must pass four times in one turn or you have to start over." (This applies to both fancies and baboes.)

The permissible functions are "shopping in the basket," ping in the pen, around the world, knock on steel, tappe, double up, fly dumping Dutchman, slap cherry, slap cherry slap, and forces over the fence. And of course "Fantoms must be bigger than your hand spread out.

(For the benefit of non-jacks players, "baboes" is the first game, in which one throws the ball, picks up a certain number of jacks, and catches the ball—all with the same hand. A "Bunny" is any more intricate variation of baboes.)

"If the Noyes Tournament is successful," stated the chairman, "the next step would be an inter-collegiate event." It was hinted that jacks may even become the winter intercollegiate event for Vassar touch football.

Two Pac... or MIT

If other colleges had their way, intercollegiate football would become almost a certainty at MIT. Early last term a suggestion was made at the University of Chicago that an inter-collegiate football league be established with (among other schools) Chicago, Notre Dame, and MIT. The Beau Collegians of Wayne State University in Detroit takes another point of view. According to Bob Smorodin of The Drexel Triangle, "but this is big-time jacks." The permissible fancies are: "Pop jacks is out even if you catch the ball," and "You must pass four times in one turn or you have to start over." (This applies to both fancies and baboes.)

The New tutoring program was first proposed last spring. Since fall, the subcommittee members (Bill Peterson '66, Doug Sprung '65, Judy Nobling '60) have maintained close contact among the tutors themselves and have given reviews to notify them about the course material being covered. Hurban House and the fraternity houses have been especially cooperative, according to Oliver.

**GENERAL FOODS CORPORATION**

**campus interviews**

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 21

A wide variety of outstanding career opportunities are available at General Foods, a leader in the food industry, our nation's largest business—developing, producing and marketing packaged grocery products.

Consult your Placement Officer for further information about our visit to your campus—be sure to review the General Foods brochure—you'll find it most interesting.

**GENERAL FOODS CORPORATION**

250 North Street, White Plains, N.Y.

Marvin Hertz Coffee—Jiffy Oat Decaf—Fruit Cereals—Birds Eye Frozen Foods and many other fine products

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

**Genuine Shell Cordovan**

the long-wear luster leather you like

MANSFIELDS ...by the makers of Bostonians

SHELL CORDOVAN is a luxury leather because it is a scarce and prized leather. It was once used in the shields of Spanish noblemen because of its durability. Popular for gentlemen's shoes because it takes a shine and keeps it. Come try a pair.

YOU SHOULD TAKE A GOOD LOOK!! See the many good buys still available in the Bostonian and Mansfield Shoe Sale

**THE TECH COOP**

**EVER WISHED FOR A TWENTY-SIX HOUR DAY?**

for us if we were to temper with the rotation of the earth upon its axis—but if you spend four hours a day reading, we might be able to offer you an extra two... (and if you read more, let your imagination guide you.)
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